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FALL 2012

An Age of Madness
Novel

David Maine
PRAISE for an Age of Madness
“Psychiatrist Regina Moss, the center of An Age of Madness, is a harsh and pessimistic
healer whose own private terrors make her at once insightful and unforgiving. Like all
good writers, David Maine is fascinated by the mysteries of character. The doctor’s halting journey toward understanding her role in what happened to her family is genuinely
suspenseful: she is a formidable opponent, and the opponent is herself.”
—Jincy Willett, author of The Writing Class and Winner of the National Book Award
“In this haunting exploration of an American tragedy, David Maine peels away the
boundaries of what can be known and what can be admitted. Intriguing and uplifting.”
—Stuart Archer Cohen, author of The Army of the Republic
“Before you begin David Maine’s searing novel An Age of Madness, turn off the phone,
empty your bladder, and tell your loved ones you’ll be unreachable for awhile. It’s
that compelling. You won’t want any interruptions as you read this dark tale of one
psychiatrist’s attempt at long-term denial.”
—Natalie Danford, author of Inheritance and editor of Best New American Voices

Dr. Regina Moss has built herself a successful career as a psychiatrist
in Boston: she enjoys a lucrative private practice, hefty consultation
fees, and a reputation that inspires colleagues and patients alike. Why,
then, is Regina haunted by her past? Why does her own daughter barely
speak to her? What’s the story with her gruff, softhearted husband,
Walter—and why can’t Regina stop thinking about the lanky new
tech on the ward? An Age of Madness peels back the layers of Regina’s
psyche in a voice that is brash, bitter, and blackly humorous, laying bare
her vulnerabilities while drawing the reader unnervingly close to this
memorable heroine.
From the author of The Preservationist, which was hailed as
“hilarious and illuminating” by the Los Angeles Times Book Review and
“pithy and smart” by the New York Post, comes the latest turnabout in a
career filled with unexpected surprises. An Age of Madness brings a sharp
edge of psychological realism to a story filled with startling revelations
and heart-rending twists.

In addition to An Age of Madness, David Maine is the author of
four novels: The Preservationist, Fallen, The Book of Samson, and
Monster, 1959. His novels have been praised in such outlets as Time
magazine, The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Christian
Science Monitor, People magazine, and Entertainment Weekly, and
translated into Spanish, Italian, German, Dutch, Norwegian,
Greek, Japanese, and Russian. The Preservationist was nominated
for the First Book Award by British newspaper The Guardian,
and has been optioned for a film. July 2011 saw the release of
his fantasy novel eBook, The Gamble of the Godless. From 1995 to
1998, Maine lived and worked in Rabat, Morocco, before moving
to Lahore, Pakistan, where he lived until 2008. Since returning
to the U.S., he has relocated to Honolulu, where he has taught
at the University of Phoenix, Hawaii Pacific University, and the
University of Hawaii at Manoa.

September 2012
296 pages, 5 x 8, tradepaper
978-1-59709-234-0, $17.95
Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Folio Literary Mgmt.
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FALL 2012

My Almost Certainly Real
Imaginary Jesus
Memoir

Kelly Barth
PRAISE for

My almost Certainly real imaginary jesus
“My Almost Certainly Real Imaginary Jesus is a beautiful memoir of a young Christian
woman’s determined but hopeless battle with her sexuality, and Barth’s narration is wise,
honest, and frequently hilarious. Her struggle and triumph, so engagingly rendered,
should resonate with anyone who has taken the long way to thoughtful self-reliance.”
—Laura Moriarty
“Funny. Poignant. Heartbreaking. Barth takes us through a world of religious dogma
that can be harsh and frightening and emerges into a Christian spirituality we recognize—one of love and tolerance and wisdom. Her nuanced story will be exotic to those
of us who have never personally experienced evangelical religion, even as its central
humanity remains deeply familiar.”
—Sharman Apt Russell, Standing in the Light: My Life as a Pantheist
“Kelly Barth’s heartfelt, funny and wrenching book is testimony to Jesus’s steadfast love.
Her faith, tested and tried, looks beyond the failings of religion to claim that love for
all.”
—Sara Miles, author of Take This Bread and Jesus Freak.

Heartbreakingly honest and hilarious, My Almost Certainly Real
Imaginary Jesus shows just how easy it can be for a young homosexual
to fall headlong into fundamentalism, venturing into the very heart of
enemy territory and the church’s false promises of altar calls and sexual
cures. In the spirit of Anne Lamott’s Traveling Mercies, this debut memoir
is plainspoken, speaking with candor and insight. Barth particularly
addresses the disconnect between the radical and very human Jesus of
history and the church’s supernatural savior. She asks the question to all
in the closet—both closet Christians and closet homosexuals: Which is
more difficult, admitting to being Christian or admitting to being gay?
An answer is found in her own hard-won journey, a hopeful answer
that is an “attempt to leave a record of the early signs of the turning
and softening of a collective heart.” Giving voice to many who have
searched for sanctuary in a church that has largely rejected them, this
story pauses at the threshold of one of a growing number of churches,
which, in opening the door to her and other homosexuals, welcome
Jesus back inside as well.

Kelly Barth was a fiction fellow in the University of Montana’s
creative writing program and has received fellowships from the
Missouri Arts Council and the Kansas Arts Commission. Her
work has been published in anthologies and literary journals,
most recently Coal City Review and Muse & Stone. She lives in a
very small house with her partner, Lisa Grossman, in Lawrence,
Kansas. My Almost Certainly Real Imaginary Jesus is her first book.

Other Arktoi Titles Available from Red Hen:
The Alphabet Conspiracy, Rita Mae Reese, 978-0-9800407-3-9
Cut Away, Catherine Kirkwood, 978-0-9800407-9-1
Heart’s Traffic, Ching-In Chen, 978-0-9800407-2-2
Interpretive Work, Elizabeth Bradfield, 978-0-9800407-1-5

Arktoi Books

an imprint of Red Hen Press
September 2012
240 pages, 5 x 8, tradepaper
978-0-9800407-5-3, $17.95
Rights: World: Red Hen Press
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FALL 2012

Two, Two, Lily-White Boys
Novel

Geoffrey Clark
PRAISE for Two, Two, Lily-White Boys
“In this classic story of male adolescence and homophobia, Clark writes with seemingly effortless clarity—clarity of narrative, sentence, meaning, and character—and this
short, richly packed novel may well be his masterpiece.”
—DeWitt Henry, author of Sweet Dreams
“In this rite of passage story set at a Boy Scout summer camp, Clark’s protagonist, Larry
Carstairs, meets up with Curly Norrys, a curious blend of humor, intellectual acumen,
nihilism, and sheer malevolence. Clark makes us feel, full strength, Larry’s struggle
with the nature of ambiguity. Clark’s fiction here, as elsewhere, is a compelling mix of
straight realism and black humor.”
—Jack Smith, author of Hog to Hog
“It’s the rare adolescent who doesn’t experience some trepidation that the real contest
he might confront—perchance with fateful consequences—at a summer camp for boys
will not occur on its athletic fields or at the lakeside swimming heats and canoe trials.
Geoffrey Clark’s Two, Two, Lily-White Boys soberly pierces the Scout Camp Greavey’s
character-building scrim of perseverance, steadfastness, and patriotism to reveal what
disquiets the minds and hearts of those about to enter the straits of manhood.
With striking verisimilitude he illumines Larry Carstairs’ week away from his
Michigan home when a tragic incident impels him to jettison the comfortable precepts
and indivisibility of childhood for the ambiguities and dark uncertainties coincidental
to becoming an adult.
One emerges from this evocative work recalling that daunting passage in past time
when we ceased to reason like a child and put childish ways behind us.”
—Dennis Must, author of Oh, Don’t Ask Why and Banjo Grease

Two, Two, Lily-White Boys follows the fortunes of two fourteen-yearold Scouts from Ermine Falls—Larry Carstairs, the narrator, and Andy
Dellums, Larry’s schoolmate and friend—over the course of six days at
Camp Greavey, a Boy Scout camp not far from Traverse City, Michigan.
The story’s catalyst and Andy’s tormentor is Russell “Curly” Norrys, a
worldly, charismatic seventeen-year-old, a homophobe who suspects
that Andy is a homosexual. Mercurial, protean, possibly sociopathic,
Curly engineers conflicts that accelerate as the days wear on, eventually
culminating in tragedy. Passive-aggressive Larry, moved to action at last,
finds he must choose between self-preservation and justice.

When he’s not writing about misplaced Michiganders in Rhode
Island, Geoffrey Clark usually sets his stories in rural northern
lower Michigan. Clark’s narratives tend to contain rites of
passage—dark comedies that often end with disturbing results
and moral ambiguities. Clark’s protagonists mount a struggle
against brutality and ignorance as they seek to discover their own
moral paths.
Clark’s eight full-length works include Schooling the Spirit,
Jackdog Summer, Wedding in October, and Necessary Deaths. He
has published short fiction in Ploughshares, Mississippi Review,
Pittsburgh Quarterly, Witness, and The Green Hills Literary Lantern,
where he is presently a member of the editorial board.
Geoffrey Clark retired as professor of creative writing at
Roger Williams University in 1999. He lives in Warren, Rhode
Island.
Also Available from Red Hen:
Necessary Deaths, 978-1-59709-012-4
Wedding in October, 978-1-888996-36-4

September 2012
144 pages, 5 x 8, tradepaper
978-1-59709-227-2, $16.95
Rights: World: Red Hen Press
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FALL 2012

Injecting Dreams into Cows
Poetry

Jessy Randall
PRAISE for Injecting Dreams into Cows
“Were I a doctor, I’d prescribe Jessy Randall. Specifically, a poem a day, although
I know the poem will not stay put in its prescription. It’ll gurgle, thinking about
growing fur. It’ll unvelcro itself, step out of itself and morph into many brilliances,
into many heavens in grains of sand. No, it’ll morph into a thousand, glowing (hugely glowing) melon spoons. Thank you Jessy Randall.”
—Kate Northrop
“Jessy Randall’s poems might be described as sassy—they’re bold & confident &
they always seem to get the last word, casually dropping a bomb on the carefully
orchestrated scene. In short, they’re smart; they know exactly when to hold back &
when to release, when to demur & when to devastate.”
—Nate Pritts
“[Randall’s] poems are beyond predicting—some touching, some hilarious—full of
fresh insights and some nice wildnesses.”
—X.J. Kennedy

Jessy Randall’s poems are smart, funny, weird, and friendly. She writes
about robots, love, friendship, video games, Muppets, motherhood,
Pippi Longstocking, and the peculiar seductiveness of old FisherPrice wooden people on eBay. She’s partial to “found poems,” prose
poems, and short poems—bite-sized mouthfuls of surprising lyricism.
Sometimes sexy, often hilarious, strange and yet familiar, the poems
in Injecting Dreams into Cows will leave you “gasping with delight and
deliciousness.”
“Kalypso Shuddered”
Kalypso said, oh hell, here comes another one.
He’s probably got McDonald’s trash on the floor
of that camper. He’s probably using the oven
as a laundry hamper. He’s going to walk up to me
with legs in jeans and here we go again.

Jessy Randall’s collection of poems A Day in Boyland was a
finalist for the Colorado Book Award. Her other books include a
young adult novel, The Wandora Unit, about poetry nerds in high
school, and a collection of collaborative poems, Interruptions,
written with Daniel M. Shapiro. Randall’s poems have been
hung from trees, made into rock songs by garage bands, used
in library advertisements, and sold in gumball machines. Her
writing has appeared in Asimov’s, Flurb, Many Mountains Moving,
McSweeney’s, Mudfish, Opium, Painted Bride Quarterly, Rattle,
Sentence, West Wind, and Brain, Child. Randall writes regularly for
Verbatim: The Language Quarterly about topics such as language in
the Harry Potter series, rhyming reduplicative compounds, and
the slang of Battlestar Galactica.
She spent her childhood in and around Rochester, New York,
and now lives in Colorado Springs with her husband and two
children.

September 2012
104 pages, 6 x 8.5, tradepaper
978-1-59709-230-2, $17.95
Rights: World: Red Hen Press
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FALL 2012

Snake
Poetry

Gary Lemons
PRAISE for Snake
“Legacy, levity, language, and lineage lean lonesomeness into a slender host, so
off Snake goes on his lonely way, polishing grass, amusing children, circling the
planet, tail in mouth, ringing hymns, lightin one soul off the burnin end of another,
until one illuminated manuscript wets a whistle keen into dreamtime antihero. Snake
hisses humans into hard realities, overstepped. Swallows God, smugglin god inside
the tubularity, curls into a bugle, blows one note into the emptiness, sings. This is one
rambling serpent, lighting darkness with a candle of stars. Lemons brought us a
bit of magic from earth’s longest revered beast. Reminding us to dream everything
into being, dust it off and return to the bellies of immortals to make our cleansing.
Entering Snake is admitting a bit of creature exists in all of us. Snake takes it home.”
—Allison Hedge Coke
“In this new collection, Gary Lemons—the poet of the creaking fishing boat, the
mountains over Kodiak, the ‘throats of grasses’—speaks, through the narrative
consciousness of Snake, in nothing less than the fractured memories and voices of
species slowly going extinct. A mournful dirge for what has been lost, a dreaming
song for what could yet remain, Snake is an avian, reptilian, piscine—and, yes,
mammalian—howl in an era of fracking, tar-sand extraction, and calamitous climate
change. These poems are wise, beautiful, and necessary.”
—Jordan Hartt
“In Gary Lemons’ Snake, his amazing new book of verse, we encounter the future,
present age of the Draco-Mother-Naked-of-Last, complete with the revenge of
Milton’s Satan on the collective purity of planet Earth. Not since the white-face
ventriloquism of Berryman’s Dream Songs have I seen such challenges made to the
questions of what is voice, what is dream—brilliant book! ”
—Norman Dubie

Snake is the last thing left alive. He’s all that remains of our voices. The
bodies of all living animals and plants have escaped down the Dreaming
Way, leaving behind a residual ego trapped inside Snake: the sole survivor
the Earth must destroy to complete the cleanse and start over. All that
is gone—all that has been reduced by fire and ice and the other dynamic
retributive forces of Earth—lives on in Snake. Snake is the extracted
limbic brain removed from the collective consciousness and hunted across
an emptied landscape. Snake is the bad ass reptile holding back the end
of time by sticking himself into the spokes of Samsara. Snake is a single
narrative sequence, a frontline account of pursuit, avoidance, and even
friendship, forged in the heat of struggle.

Gary Lemons worked most of his life outdoors with his hands.
He’s fished Bristol Bay in Alaska, tree planted the clear cuts
of the Pacific Northwest, worked high steel as a welder, slip
formed concrete, and worked on farms. He spent two years at
the University of Iowa in the Undergraduate Poetry Workshop
studying with Norman Dubie, Marvin Bell, and Donald Justice.
He’s published three books of poetry, the first, Fresh Horses, with
Van West & Co., and the last two, Bristol Bay and Snake, with Red
Hen Press. He now teaches yoga with his life partner, the sculptor
Nöle Giulini, in their studio, Tenderpaws, in Port Townsend,
Washington.

Also Available from Red Hen:
Bristol Bay and Other Poems, 978-1-59709-455-9

September 2012
152 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-235-7, $19.95
Rights: World: Red Hen Press
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FALL 2012

Spoke & Dark
Poetry

Carolyn Guinzio
Winner of the A Room of Her Own Foundation’s
To the Lighthouse Publication Prize
PRAISE for Spoke & dark
“Here is a poetry surefooted and supple, ‘wild and delicate / both, how strange.’ A good
solid strangeness at the core; a command of pivotal shifts in tonality, guiding the pacing
of these poems; an intuitive, understatedly dramatic way of bringing a poem to a close,
one that does not cinch or bind (‘the best part is the end, that incidental / silence that
shows the rest for what it was.’)—all contribute to a collection that summons up the deep
pleasures and rewards of the poetry of Basil Bunting and Lorine Niedecker. A remarkable
and startling collection.”
—Alice Quinn
“Proposal: the humblest part of speech as a principle of cognition. As in the and, the
one thing and another. As in the mortal paradox: here and gone. As in the newborn’s
foundational gaze, when ‘face seeks / face to fix upon.’ Carolyn Guinzio is far too savvy
a writer to make her case with circumstantial detail, the plausible gestures of auto- or
allo-biography. She is after recognition of a far more essential, far more demanding
sort. And, thrillingly, this is exactly what she achieves, in a book as beautifully crafted
and stirringly intelligent as any I have read in a very, very long time. These are brilliant,
heartening, necessary poems.”
—Linda Gregerson

There is no word for the place between the dying hand and the living
hand that holds it, but there is a space between those hands. Spoke &
Dark dwells there, in the tensions that inhere between one thing &
another: lost & found, future & past, life & afterlife. Using typographical symbols (#, /, and especially &) to delineate these phantom spaces,
Spoke & Dark explores the wild fluctuations in the nature of the known,
searching for a language for the unknowable.

Carolyn Guinzio was born and raised on the south side of
Chicago. She earned her BA at Columbia College Chicago and
MFA from Bard College in New York. She has received awards
from the Arts Councils of Illinois and Kentucky, the Fund for
Poetry, and the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs. Her
poems have appeared in journals such as Blackbird, Colorado
Review, Puerto Del Sol, Smartish Pace, and New American Writing.
Her first book, West Pullman, won the 2004 Bordighera Poetry
Prize and appeared in an English/Italian edition. Her second
book is Quarry (Parlor Press, 2008). She lives with her husband,
Davis McCombs, and their children, Warren and Charlotte, in
Fayetteville, Arkansas.

Previous To the Lighthouse Winner:
In the ice house, Genevieve Kaplan, 978-1-59709-462-7

“Floor & Wall”
We drove off the end of the world
after a long and quiet hesitation.
With no place left to disappear,
the car sank into the lake.
After a long and quiet hesitation
a horse laid down in its field.
The car sank into the lake,
warm and moving, cold and still.

September 2012
96 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-229-6, $17.95
Rights: World: Red Hen Press
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FALL 2012

Tremolo
Poetry

Alice Derry
PRAISE for Tremolo
“Tremolo is a tour de force of vibratory power that marks Alice Derry as having come
into her own as one of our very best poets. I am greatly moved by these narratives with
their rushing crescendos, the way they sweep us into our own inner chambers. Derry
possesses an exquisite emotional and moral register. She is unstintingly frank about our
failures with each other while witnessing the tenderness, the give and take that let us
cleave to each other.”
—Tess Gallagher
“Alice Derry’s poems exert their force in two directions. One is outward—they show us
how the personal drama of family is connected to the larger drama of history. But they
also dig inward, through the surface cordialities to reveal the layers of our lives that are
like music, fluttering between the sharp and flat and true.”
—Lucia Perillo
“Alice Derry’s poems are small, daring miracles of knowing. She looks at the natural
world and the human family so unflinchingly that she discovers, with sad precision,
the beauty and frailty of our connections to what we love. She tackles the most difficult
of subjects with a breathtaking honesty and fearlessness. I have come to depend upon
her poems to shake up what I think I know, to move me from an accepted, comfortable
opinion into an intellectual field of dazzling complexity. This is a book you won’t want
to lend to anyone—you won’t get it back.”
—Lorna Crozier

Tremolo can be contained in the line from Theodore Roethke’s villanelle,
“The Waking”: “This shaking keeps me steady. I should know.” In
music, tremolo describes notes that are repeated in time, as opposed to
trill, notes that stand outside the composition’s basic beat. In the same
way, our lives often cannot “claim their own space,” but are forced to fit
circumstance. The effect is tremulous: we are full of trembling, easily
shaken. The book journeys through terrain where the speaker must
accept what she’s given: a mother’s death, a daughter’s leaving home, a
father’s dementia, a life compromised by war, prejudice, and violence,
the myriad fearful situations of each day. The poems search for safety,
ultimately understanding that the steadiness the speaker knows comes
from taking the path in front of her, fully embracing her trembling.
The wisdom of these poems is garnered from journeys the speaker
fears, but must undertake. As Roethke writes, “I learn by going where
I have to go.”

Alice Derry was born in Oregon and raised in Washington and
Montana. Her MFA is from Goddard College (now Warren
Wilson College). Her third collection of poetry, Strangers to
Their Courage (Louisiana State University Press, 2001), was a
finalist for the 2002 Washington Book Award. Stages of Twilight
(Breitenbush, 1986), Derry’s first collection, won the King County
Publication Award, chosen by Raymond Carver; Clearwater was
published by Blue Begonia Press in 1997. Derry also has three
chapbooks: Getting Used to the Body (Sagittarius Press, 1989), Not
As You Once Imagined (Trask House, 1993), and translations from
the German poet Rainer Rilke (Pleasure Boat Studio, 2002).
Derry has won a number of prizes, and her poems have been
widely published in anthologies. She teaches English and German
at Peninsula College in Port Angeles on Washington’s Olympic
Peninsula where she has codirected the Foothills Writers’ Series
since 1980. Tremolo is her fourth collection.

September 2012
112 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-232-6, $17.95
Rights: World: Red Hen Press
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FALL 2012

Many Ways to Say It
Poetry

Eva Saulitis
PRAISE for Many Ways to Say It
“Eva Saulitis is a poet who inhabits the planet with all her senses attuned. Many
Ways to Say It is a collection rich with acute observation of the nonhuman denizens
of the world, botanical, animal, mineral, and rich in characters, too, from Linnaeus,
the father of taxonomy, to Shakespeare’s Cordelia. These poems metamorphose
through the book in form and voice, holding image and thought up to an endless
light, examining and singing all the refractions and possibilities. Many Ways to Say It
is a stunning debut collection of poems we readers can trust and inhabit and relish.”
—Derick Burleson, author of Ejo and Never Night
“Naturalist and writer Eva Saulitis’s stunning new book melts (marries) the gorgeous and dangerous natural world with the moist, hidden geography of the female
body. These poems are miraculous songs of grief and pressure. They refuse to let the
reader (listener) turn away. We can’t refuse to hear the poet’s ‘many ways of saying’
that life comes and comes and comes, no matter what the cost. A wonderful book.”
—Hilda Raz, author of What Happens and All Odd and Splendid
“Eva Saulitis is part of nature—seawater and glacial ice, alder marsh and birch forest. She’s part scientist, part oboist, part lover, part Latvian, part Alaskan. Her
smart and passionate poems bring us wildly alive. These new poems enact an eternal
thirst for mindful, spiritual, fully embodied ways of thinking and feeling. Open and
curious, Eva Saulitis embraces with an ‘injured and blistered amen’ the longings, the
terrors, and the glories of our brief time on this ever-changing earth.”
—Peggy Shumaker, author of Gnawed Bones, Alaska State Writer Laureate

Many Ways to Say It, a collection of lyric poems, is a series of prayers, cries,
dispatches, observational records, secret messages, weather reports, daily
logs, love poems, trespasses, confessions, letters, and songs. A trained
marine biologist, Eva Saulitis uses poetry as a tool to push past the laws
of biology—objectivity and detachment—to get as close as she can get to
the harsh inner and outer place she calls home. Living for more than two
decades in coastal Alaska is like an arranged marriage, rife with ambivalence and risk, desire, and loss. The poems portray the difficult process
of this kind of marriage, of “marrying this chunk of earth / the seasons,
mud, and crack-up.” Close observation of natural phenomena is both the
poet’s and the biologist’s method. Thus these poems are dispatches from
inner and outer wilderness: whiteouts, mountaintops, swamps, muskegs,
ecotones, and woods. Ultimately, Many Ways to Say It is an unscientific
investigation into the wild animal that is the self, its contradictions, urges, demands, and terrors, and its desire for self-definition. But it is only
by studying the wild without—through encounters with, say, a moose, a
mountain, a coyote, a pond—that the poet comes to terms with the wild,
and untouchable, within.

Eva Saulitis, an essayist, poet, and marine biologist, has studied
the killer whales of Prince William Sound, Alaska for twentyfive years. Her first book, Leaving Resurrection: Chronicles of
a Whale Scientist (Boreal Books/Red Hen Press, 2008), was a
finalist for the Tupelo Press Non-Fiction Prize and the ForeWord
Book Award. Her second nonfiction book, Into Great Silence, is
forthcoming from Beacon Press. A recipient of writing fellowships
from the Rasmuson Foundation and the Alaska State Council on
the Arts, she is an associate professor in the University of Alaska
Low-Residency MFA program.

Also Available from Red Hen:
Leaving Resurrection, 978-1-59709-091-9

September 2012
96 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-242-5, $17.95
Rights: World: Red Hen Press
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FALL 2012

Gone & Gone
Poetry

Rodney Wittwer
PRAISE for Gone & Gone
“Aunt Aubade—godrestherbittersoul—feared the special people, as in: so-and-so is a
special person, let us give them latitude: so we’d cross to the lackluster, side of the street.
Special people, you know the breed?—people who eat nail guns or levitate, people who
spit fire and vanish without a trace. Rodney Wittwer is très spécial. He writes charms
called poems that dispense with the discreet uniform of humdrum gestures to turn our
world upside out and inside down. Catch this spell: ‘Three rings bite the nose, / incredible the way the old tent glows.’ I’m cursed to adore Wittwer and now, so are you.”
—Peter Jay Shippy
“Rodney Wittwer would like to destroy every good-for-nothing promise the world has
ever produced, every promise that ever turned out to be a lie or became a secret and withdrew into a cave. He just about does so. There is a special kind of romance to this sort of
thing—not the fakery of some soft-core theater of enchanted disenchantment, but the
heady pleasures of getting to kick-box your way out of the cantina on a Saturday night,
that week’s paycheck way way gone. One feels the night breezes blowing astringent and
wild on such a night, and all over these poems too. Bravo!”
—David Rivard
“Wittwer is one of our great singers, and he is keeping things in tune for all of us; no
matter how strange, how utterly original, how flip or fancy, how dark or danceable these
poems are, they all over-brim the cup with life—fiery, intimate, contemporary life. Here
is our unofficial story; a jagged, ever-changing and often frightening one that seems to
bustle with lunatics of all types, but also with love and extraordinary tenderness.”
—David Daniel
“Rodney Wittwer’s Gone & Gone is a gorgeous breaking open of the world we live in.
Wittwer debunks the orchestrations of nostalgia to discover the music of lament and the
song of tribute coexisting beneath the surface of our lives. I dare you to read this book
and try to walk back out into the wide and beautifully flawed world unchanged by it.”
—Brian Turner

Gone & Gone takes place at the junctions of desire and despair, memory
and mortality. The poems are concerned with the ways in which we
try to orient ourselves in an often incomprehensible world—the often
contradictory impulses that propel us, the fractious discontent that can
stifle us. We attempt to make connections to people, to places, but when
does comfort lead to stasis or stagnation? Is transit merely transitory?
What is the point of all our “movement” in a world we will most
certainly depart? Approaching the desirable but never quite attaining
it, the “awful rowing” here is toward balance. Even if the ultimate
destination is death (and all the frantic activity in the world can’t alter
that), we are guided by a capable, discerning voice, or rather, voices,
that are channeled, but also absorbed and integrated. There is neither
disillusion nor redemption here, just an honest grappling with what
being human entails.

Rodney Wittwer is a native of Wisconsin. He received a BA
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1981 and his MA
from the Writing Seminars at Johns Hopkins University in 1983.
After moving to Boston, he spent sixteen years as the director of
operations for the Hub Group–Boston, a transportation logistics
company. Since leaving that position, he has divided his time
between writing, freelance editing, and working with his wife
in her clothing design business. His poems have appeared in The
Antioch Review, Barrow Street, Cimarron Review, DIAGRAM,
Hayden’s Ferry Review, The Literary Review, Memorious, Pebble
Lake Review, Pleiades, Ploughshares, and Verse Daily, among others.
Gone & Gone is his first book; earlier versions were a semifinalist/
finalist for several book prizes, including those from Cleveland
State University Poetry Center, Elixir Press, Marsh Hawk Press,
Tupelo Press, and the University of Wisconsin Brittingham/
Pollak Awards. Wittwer currently lives in West Medford,
Massachusetts.
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The Horses:
New and Selected
Poetry

Richard Silberg
PRAISE for the Horses: New and Selected
“Dynamic, kaleidoscopic, shot through with a thousand faces and voices too real to be
characters, Richard Silberg’s work is a Chaucerian pilgrimage to strange and uncannily
familiar places—Fremont, the Lower East Side, ‘the humped island of Mind.’ The Horses
is a journey that dazzles wherever it goes as Silberg, ‘an ecstatic balding older man / in a
striped tee shirt,’ slips into words and finds a way to make them accelerate, plummet, and
soar. The goal is a new self, a way to ride out the old isms towards a possible future. The
Horses is a deeply serious, wild, and powerful contribution to American letters.”
—D. Nurkse
“Richard Silberg is a scat cat razzing and jazzing and boom-shika-booming down the
page-stage, because as he says in one poem, poetry is ‘not abstract / there’s a catness to
the sound.’ He tosses his lines like chicken bones on the table, and in their gnawed-down
economy we can divine the sad and marvelous lives of the lesbian stripper witch, of the
Jewish mother and the Gorilla woman, of the be-mused boyman learning the way to
‘eat at the world with words’ before it eats him and becomes itself ghost world lost in
goneness. These poems are timeriffs and deathrants and they are written with a profound
humanity, and with a ‘crying so deep / it was like coming / bitter crying / crying sweet
like milk.’”
—Tony Barnstone

This volume of new and selected poems brings together a dramatic sweep
of poetry from one of the San Francisco Bay Area’s best-loved poetcritics. Four of Richard Silberg’s books are included here, beginning
with his first, Translucent Gears, published in 1982, through Doubleness,
published in 2000. A previously unpublished long narrative-meditation
interweaves a coming-of-age memoir, the Lurianic Cabala, and pure
lyrical sections, topped off with a sharp, striking suite of new poems.
This is a book that masterfully balances several poetic strains rarely
found together in a single body of work. The writing is accessible,
presented in the form of narratives, descriptions, and dramatic
monologues, but Silberg is also an adept of the image, of the poetic
figure that leaps to epiphany. In yet another direction, a number of these
poems move toward a kind of pure saying. Silberg’s puns and language
play on themselves at the threshold to philosophy. His sensibility is born
out of the counterculture—warm, sexual, mystic, by turns funny, tough,
and elegiac. He’s a maverick, a singer, and an entertainer who believes in
William Carlos Williams’s maxim, “If it ain’t a pleasure, it ain’t a poem.”

Richard Silberg is a poet, critic, translator, and associate editor of
Poetry Flash. His poetry book Deconstruction of the Blues received
the 2006 PEN Oakland-Josephine Miles Literary Award and
was nominated for the Northern California Book Award. He is
the author of Reading the Sphere: A Geography of Contemporary
American Poetry, as well as essays and several translations, among
them The Three Way Tavern, by South Korean poet Ko Un, which
won the 2007 Northern California Book Award. This Side of Time,
poems by Ko Un cotranslated by Clare You and Richard Silberg, is
forthcoming from White Pine Press. His poems have appeared in
The American Poetry Review, Denver Quarterly, Volt, Parthenon West
Review, ZYZZYVA, Eleven Eleven, and New American Writing,
among many other journals. He lives in Berkeley, California.

Also Available from Red Hen:
Deconstruction of the Blues, 978-1-59709-051-3
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Room Service
Poems, Meditations,
Outcries & Remarks

Ron Carlson

“The poems and prose pieces in Room Service are thoughtful, witty, sad and hopeful—rarely angry or mad.
They reveal Ron Carlson as a humble writer you can enjoy over and over. Discover: Short prose and poems
from a ‘master of idiosyncrasy’ who entertains, educates, and surprises at every turn.”
—Shelf Awareness
“. . . After 10 books of fiction in 35 years [Carlson] will soon make his debut as a poet whose reach successfully
achieves a range of voice, tone, and playful distinction.
—Publishers Weekly
“Carlson writes about the natural world with convincing authority. . . . With Ron Carlson, you really are in
expert hands.”
—The New York Times Book Review
“Carlson never drops an extra word or a false phrase.”
—The Washington Post
“Carlson’s a romantic—even when he’s writing about failings, folly and violence.”
—Los Angeles Times

Ron Carlson is the author of eight books
of fiction, most recently The Signal. He
is director of the Graduate Program in
Fiction at the University of California,
Irvine.

“Carlson’s focus is transporting, absorbing. It shakes you from stupor, strips you down. He understands that
most of us live in a world of enervating crap, whether in the cliffs of Idaho or the canyons of the city.”
—Esquire

March 2012 • 96 pages, 6.5 x 9, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-233-3, $17.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Brandt & Hochman

Offspring
Novel

Michael Quadland

Michael Quadland grew up in Williamstown, Massachusetts. His first novel, That
Was Then, was published in 2007 and was a
finalist for the Lambda Literary Award. He
now divides his time between New York
City and northwest Connecticut.

“A story of coincidences and the connections that emerge from desire and biology, the novel indelibly marks
the passions and failings of its characters.”
—Publishers Weekly

On a wintry morning in 1974, Hank Preston makes a semen delivery to the New York
Hospital Fertility Clinic. Running late, he takes the elevator rather than the stairway
earmarked for such deliveries. A woman enters, the recipient of his semen, and a relationship develops that threatens to blow their already rocky lives to smithereens. To add to
Hank’s problems, his transgendered boss at the Strand Bookstore is in love with him. “But
I’m straight,” Hank protests. “And I’m a woman,” Joey insists.
The odd intermingling of these vibrant characters makes for an unforgettable story.
Hank needs to come to terms with what happened to him in Vietnam. Karen, the wouldbe mother, needs to clarify the difference between fantasy and reality. Joey, the sanest of
the three, despite—or maybe because of—her gender mix-up, shares her wisdom and tries,
somewhat unsuccessfully, to hold them all on course. Secrets are revealed as a twisting plot
erupts in a fiery conclusion. Offspring is a story of longings, thwarted dreams, and the search
for truth—of family, and our fervent need to belong.
Also Available from Red Hen:
That Was Then, 978-1-59709-088-9

March 2012 • 224 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-502-0, $18.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press
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A HalfMan Dreaming
Novel

David Matlin

David Matlin was born in Upland,
California. He has worked as a migrant
laborer, truck driver, construction worker,
and spent time in foundries, steel mills,
and fields. He teaches at San Diego State
University.

“Who else but David Matlin dares, nowadays, to write prose with such grandeur and capaciousness?—much
less to put it at the service of character. His protagonist, Lupe, is rough and real, personal and intimate, a man
who’s been to war and jail, and at the same time an immensity, embedded in history, prehistory, and even—in
some of the novel’s most gorgeous passages—in paleogeology. His voice is hypnotic, likewise the story it tells.
Matlin knows American prisons and has pondered richly their inevitable place in a terrestrial food chain
where young men considered otherwise dispensable are trained to kill. A HalfMan Dreaming is a brilliant
book, and, for all its full diapasons, hard to put down.”
—Jaimy Gordon, winner of the 2010 National Book Award for Lord of Misrule

A HalfMan Dreaming conjures into existence an apocalyptic storyline that takes its
narrator, Lupe, from a childhood encounter with the Enola Gay on the edge of the
California desert, to the war in Vietnam, to prison in Detroit. Filled with confusion,
anger, and shame at the things he has seen and done, Lupe struggles to find his way out
of the maze of violence and racism that is postwar America.
With lyrical intensity and pyrotechnic prose, A HalfMan Dreaming weaves together
history, archaeology, and mythology in a Melville-ian quest to discover the Leviathan
heart of America’s love affair with death and destruction.

March 2012 • 304 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-070-4, $18.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press

Calamity Joe
Poetry

Brendan Constantine

“Calamity Joe—much like ‘The Shield of Achilles’—is a convex mirror where the world is part Eden, part
slum. Brendan Constantine is a dependable guide through the calamities of a ‘bottle-gutted’ world: to
the Injured and the poetry that survives and thrives there. The poems are landscapes and inscapes woven
from the wilderness of childhood, and the aftermath of calamities and crimes. No howling. Urgency
and shame temper the music to a compelling and sustaining song of our damaged world. Constantine’s
marvelous new second book is both Mirror, and the World and Music reflected there. Constantine’s ‘Joe’
takes up where Berryman’s ‘Henry’ left off.”
—Scott Hightower
“‘A story is a house told by rooms,’ says Brendan Constantine in his new collection, Calamity Joe, ‘while
a poem [is] one window flooded with light.’ One of this book’s great pleasures is that Constantine—and
so the reader—manages to have it both ways, to give us both the poems, full of Constantine’s usual wit
and energy, and also the story, which suggests itself and unfolds in the spaces between poems and in their
conversations, both with each other and with us. Calamity Joe is a splendid house, and its windows are
blazing, whether you are standing inside or out.”
—Katharine Coles

Brendan Constantine was born and grew
up in Los Angeles, the second child of two
working actors. His book Letters to Guns
was released in 2009 by Red Hen Press.

“In Calamity Joe’s world, language works as an electric lens through which our world shines back as still
ours, but renewed and refreshed. Flamingoes live in a house with plastic people on the lawn. The splendors here remind us that we can realize and appreciate so much more than what we can merely recognize.
With a remarkable attention to craft—internal rhymes, repetitions, unexpected rhythmic swervings—
Constantine’s poems issue forth from a voice charged by all it’s seen along the way. I found these poems
compelling in every good way.”
—Nance Van Winckel
Also Available from Red Hen:
Letters to Guns, 978-1-59709-138-1 (catalog page 18)

March 2012 • 112 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-176-3, $17.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press
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But a Storm is Blowing From Paradise
Winner of the 2010 Benjamin Saltman Award
Poetry

Lillian-Yvonne Bertram

Lillian-Yvonne Bertram has been a
Bread Loaf scholarship winner, a Cave
Canem fellow, and a writer-in-residence
at the Montana Artists Refuge. She is
a graduate of Carnegie Mellon and the
University of Illinois.

“Lillian-Yvonne Bertram’s But a Storm is Blowing From Paradise is an offering to those of us for whom
normalcy is the constant shift between a sense of location and dislocation. The shrewdness of these poems
accumulates into a critique of our American desires and failures. The precision of Bertram’s lyrical and
agile language is born out of the specificity of her gaze on what subliminally feels like a road trip through
the towns that make up this country. These unforgettable poems awaken images so masterfully that reading and seeing become one thing: ‘We are claimed by middle country / where the river is cooked to steam
in the factory belly / & every quivering shadow is missing its father.’ This award winning collection is an
American portrait in which the poems are themselves, in Bertram’s words, ‘the elliptical mystery or the
grief that walks different on everyone . . .’ It’s exhilarating to read poetry that pushes reading into the
realm of experience.”
—Claudia Rankine, Final Judge, 2010 Benjamin Saltman Award
“The promise to ‘learn / more about the cosmos then apply / that knowledge to the arts’ could serve well
as a maxim for these brilliant, adventuresome poems. Lillian-Yvonne Bertram is charting a wonderful
new path through contemporary poetry. Touched but never bound by singular doctrines of narrative,
lyric, or experiment, her poems merge linguistic zeal with capacious imagination. But a Storm is Blowing
From Paradise is a trailblazing debut, and Lillian-Yvonne Bertram is not simply a poet to watch, she is a
poet to follow.”
—Terrance Hayes

March 2012• 104 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-168-8, $17.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press

We Did Not Fear the Father
New and Selected Poems

Charles Fort

“. . . Consistently interesting—often luminous poetry.”
—The New York Times Book Review
“It is a good sign when a poet is hard to pigeonhole, and indeed Charles Fort defies easy categorization.
He writes prose poems that declare they are sonnets, and sonnets that declare they are Psalms. His villanelles are often ludically experimental, while his free verse displays a formal rigor. These poems are in
lively conversation with—listening and talking back to—the Western canon. Fort executes surreality with
wry humor and political spark (‘T. S. Eliot Was a Negro’; ‘Autobiography of Nine Genres’ where ‘There
is a georgic didactic descriptive verse inside the washing machine knocking against the oak tree . . .’), but
ultimately these poems are grounded in the real world and felt emotions, and he writes poignantly about
family love and loss. When a night-shift factory working father brings back ball bearings from the factory
for his children to play with as marbles (‘the largest on the block’), we feel the weight of those steel spheres,
humble gestures of love, on which so much vast machinery depends.”
—A. E. Stallings

Charles Fort is a visiting professor in
creative writing at Oklahoma State
University. His books include The Town
Clock Burning, Mrs. Belladonna’s Supper
Club Waltz, Darvil, and Frankenstein Was
a Negro.

We Did Not Fear the Father: New and Selected Poems contains the best of forty years of
Charles Fort. Ranging easily through a dizzying array of forms—sonnets, villanelles,
prose poems, sestinas, elegies, blank verse, haiku, and modular poems, for starters—
Charles Fort here demonstrates, unequivocally, that he is a master of his craft. By turns
surreal, tender, terrifying, absurd, and soulful, Fort’s work churns with passionate, forceful expression. He owns the masters.

March 2012 • 212 pages, 6 x 8.5, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-172-5, $24.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press
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Miracle Day
Mid-Life Songs
Poetry

Sebastian Matthews

“Sebastian Matthews’ poetry has an enviable and lighthearted spontaneity. He has a voice and an eye that act
like velcro, picking up all the sights and sounds around him. His way of looking at the world, of observing
the world without withdrawing from it, acknowledges and allows itself to be haunted by memory but still expresses and articulates a true gratitude for the present. Taken as a whole, his poetry is a moving record of how
music through time, words through time, and people through time connect and console us.”
—Jennifer Grotz
“Sebastian Matthews has obviously listened with considerable care to great musicians, and he can reflect the
rhythm of their art without aping it. He is able to float authoritatively like one of the accomplished soloists of
jazz—Sonny Rollins, Bill Evans, John Coltrane. He focuses well, and when he gets rolling, he knows how to
turn and ‘do’ things.”
—Paul Zimmer, Georgia Review

Also Available from Red Hen:
New Hope for the Dead, 978-1-59709-162-6
We Generous, 978-1-59709-087-2

Sebastian Matthews is the author
of the poetry collection We Generous
(Red Hen Press) and a memoir, In My
Father’s Footsteps (W. W. Norton). He
lives in Asheville, North Carolina.

March 2012 • 104 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-173-2, $17.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press

Steam Laundry
Poetry

Nicole Stellon O’Donnell

“In O’Donnell’s narrative of familial and social history, we experience Alaska—its financial and romantic
allure—and the gender disparities that defined frontier reality in the early twentieth century. Readers
meet Sarah Ellen Gibson, her marriage ‘so new / I could hold it in my palm / like an egg still warm /
from the henhouse.’ We learn that ‘where men prospect, women wash’ and witness Gibson’s struggle to
‘wring / our living out of this frozen dirt.’ O’Donnell’s research yields unsparing details that vivify daily
life in the Yukon Territory; she honors women who build laundries and roadhouses, making a place for
themselves under unrelenting emotional and physical conditions. This book-length sequence will hold
you in its spell.”
—Robin Becker, author of Domain of Perfect Affection
“This collection of poems about those who came to the Yukon and Alaska over a century ago in search of
gold and a better life is a compelling read. I could feel the bitter cold of the landscape and the desires and
passions of the characters as I read poem after poem unable to put the book down until I reached the end.
This is a book that deserves to be read.”
—Tom Sexton, former Poet Laureate of Alaska

Nicole Stellon O’Donnell was born and raised
on Chicago’s South Side. In 1994, she moved to
Fairbanks, Alaska. She received an Individual
Artist Award from the Rasmuson Foundation to
support the writing of Steam Laundry.

“Steam Laundry is a great story, poems that work research into narrative art. These are the stories of the
earth, broken for gold, and of the women whose work doing laundry made possible difficult but ambitious lives. One family goes in search of gold. We readers find gold here in this brilliant book that won’t
be put down! ”
—Hilda Raz, author of TR ANS and What Happens

Boreal Books

an imprint of Red Hen Press
March 2012 • 114 pages, 7 x 9, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-228-9, $19.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press
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The Scarlet Libretto
Opera Libretto

David Mason

“Adapting a classic novel into an opera libretto is no mean feat, but poet David Mason has accomplished it
with flair. In Mason’s Scarlet Libretto, Hawthorne’s classic novel emerges newly clothed in elegant, lyrical
verse; its vivid characters and absorbing dramatic situations seem newly minted. A wordsmith of formidable
dramatic gifts, Mason’s writing is a perfect foil for opera, and his collaboration with composer Lori Laitman
is a perfect match. The chance to read Mason’s lyric libretto apart from Laitman’s brilliant score makes one
appreciate how seamlessly words and music mesh in this opera. The Scarlet Libretto is a magical work by two
like-minded artists who have created aural alchemy and produced an American opera that should become a
classic repertory piece.”
—Carol Kimball
“Auden discovered in opera an ideal forum for the modern poet’s public and heroic voice. David Mason is
a poetic dramatist of the first order, and his Scarlet Libretto not only renders Hawthorne’s masterpiece as
memorable (and eminently singable!) verse. It fashions for the stage—and the page—one of America’s original
myths with a brilliance that revivifies the past while remaining true to the present. That he has partnered with
Lori Laitman, one of our finest contemporary composers, signals a classic in the making. But read it before
you see it! Mason’s libretto is a dramatic poem with a flawless music all its own.”
—David Yezzi

David Mason is the Poet Laureate of
Colorado. His verse-novel, Ludlow, won
the Colorado Book Award in 2007 and
was named Best Poetry Book of the year
by the Contemporary Poetry Review and the
National Cowboy and Western Heritage
Museum.

Also Available from Red Hen:
Ludlow, 978-1-59709-472-6
News from the Village, 978-1-59709-471-9

March 2012 • 80 pages, 6 x 8.5, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-170-1, $16.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press

The Geographer’s Wife
Poetry

Bart Edelman

“The way magnetism draws the needle of a compass, yearning pulls the poems in this collection through the
cardinal directions of a world in which time is not linear but circular, cyclical. Hunger draws lost loved ones
to the table, calls lovers away from home and onto the open road. A peculiarly American manifest destiny
directs Colonel Sanders to proselytize chicken trinity to the streets, while Raggedy Ann rips her stockings
and aches for danger. Quirky characters, popular culture, and memory align here in a topography at once
hilarious and haunting. Bart Edelman’s The Geographer’s Wife orients the reader in the body as a map of
desire, where the individual life becomes a locus of its own, a point from which the world demarcates itself.”
—Amy Sage Webb, editor, Flint Hills Review
“Bart Edelman’s sixth book, The Geographer’s Wife, is chock-full of stunning, standout poems. In ‘Holiday,’
the poet explores the soulful textures of loss present in the first Mother’s Day after his mother has passed. In
another, the poet compares modern dating to ‘The New Math,’ a system that has changed so profoundly as
to make the addition of romance nearly impossible. In this collection, Bart Edelman is single-minded in his
purpose. He takes in the popular language of America—East, North, South, and West—and creates buoyant melodies of ‘coolness,’ a popular verbal chill that also diagnoses our deepest troubles—contemporary
isolation and a profound longing for love.”
—Todd James Pierce, author of Newsworld, winner of the Drue Heinz Literary Prize

Bart Edelman is currently a professor of
English at Glendale College, where he edits
Eclipse, A Literary Journal. He was born in
Paterson, New Jersey, and currently resides in
Pasadena, California.

Also Available from Red Hen:
Alphabet of Love, 1-888996-09-9
The Gentle Man, 978-1-888996-33-3
The Last Mojito, 1-59709-14-X
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The Owning Stone
2nd Edition
Poetry

Jim Peterson

“The stones that fill Jim Peterson’s newest book of poems are varied and powerful: a stone named for a lost
father; the burning stones of a mother’s cancer; the cold stone that speaks to the artist, demanding to become
part of the human world of roaches and rust stains and lust; the stone that glints with spiritual light. Peterson
claims each one, warms it with his poet’s careful hand, then sends it flying out into a world at once terrifying and
beautiful. His language is rich, his metaphors striking, his voice startling honest and sure. The Owning Stone,
Peterson’s strongest book yet, is a cause for celebration.”
—Rebecca McClanahan
“The poems in The Owning Stone look carefully, compassionately, and insightfully at the human condition. The
fine language of Peterson’s writing both creates and is inhabited by individual people with individual names,
individual experiences and individual histories. They are people of our time who carry with them the desires,
griefs, and joys of people of all times. Thus the themes and circumstances of these poems are universal. Rich
with imagery and illuminating detail, the poems in The Owning Stone capture the significance of seemingly
ordinary moments and the extraordinary qualities of seemingly ordinary people, and Peterson accomplishes
this with impressive talent and grace.”
—Pattiann Rogers

Jim Peterson is a poet, novelist, and
playwright. He is on the faculty of
the University of Nebraska’s LowResidency MFA Program and of
Randolph College in Lynchburg,
Virginia.

Also Available from Red Hen:
Paper Crown, 1-59709-007-7
The Bob & Weave, 1-888996-65-X

March 2012 • 104 pages, 5 x 8.5, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-491-7, $16.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press

Covet
Poetry

Lynnell Edwards

“Lynnell Edwards’s third poetry collection, Covet, is a fascinating, wide-ranging examination of desire. From
the small and antique—a ‘Tinderbox Chamberstick w/Flint and Cover,’ say, to the middle distance of ‘Available
Light’ and everyday life, to the wild freedom of turkey vultures ‘soaring / each spring over Pine Mountain,’ her
poems are witty, lyrical, commonsensical, and marvelously bold. This is a book worth coveting.”
—Kelly Cherry
“Lynnell Edwards’s new collection of finely wrought poems invites us to join her pacing the quotidian, where
the objects and furniture of other people’s lives can be as covetous as ghosts. Here we find ourselves settled and
unsettled, able to touch the absence in the passages of joy. Such things as coyotes and domestic life are faced
with wry humor and a ‘salted grace,’ and an age-dulled prism becomes a ‘lost slipper of light.’ This fine poet’s
ability to ‘see into the life of things,’ as Wordsworth put it, makes her third book a quiet revelation and a necessary read.”
—David Mason
Also Available from Red Hen:
The Farmer’s Daughter, 1-888996-74-9
The Highwayman’s Wife, 978-1-59709-075-9

Lynnell Major Edwards is the author of
three collections of poetry: Covet (2011), The
Highwayman’s Wife (2007), and The Farmer’s
Daughter (2003), all from Red Hen Press.
She lives in Louisville, Kentucky.

October 2011 • 80 pages, 5.5 x 8, tradepaper • 978-1-59709-171-8, $16.95 • Rights: Brit., dram., audio, trans.: Red Hen Press
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The Golem of Los Angeles

Imagine No Religion

“The Golem of Los Angeles gives us poetry full
of pain, horror, despair—and beauty. Tony
Barnstone gives new form and meaning to the
parable, the sermon, the psalm, the sutra. The
reader cries, yet laughs in delight.”
—Maxine Hong Kingston

“Reading Bonpane’s memoir is like exploring a
mini-history of liberal activism over the last 45
years. From Kent State to Rodney King, Bonpane seemed to always have a connection to the
flashpoints in modern American history. . . . A
fascinating read for students of modern American
liberalism and foreign policy.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Poetry
Tony Barnstone

Autobiography
Blase Bonpane

136 pages, 6 x 8.5, tradepaper
978-1-59709-098-8, $16.95

Also Available from Red Hen:
Common Sense for the
Twenty-First Century

224 pages, 5.5 x 8.5, tradepaper

Civilization Is Possible

978-1-59709-670-6, $24.95

Guerillas of Peace: On the Air

Interpretive Work
Poetry
Elizabeth Bradfield

Stickball on 88 Street
th

Poetry
Willis Barnstone

“Bradfield’s poems guide us alertly into this
treacherous territory pocked with political pitfalls
and theoretical quagmires. One hardly notices
the perils that abound because Bradfield is such
a deft naturalist, with a keen eye for the queer
details of the ‘ass-bastard gorgeous’ varieties of
nature, human and non-human. Bradfield’s poems delight in the tricks of language and nature.”
—The San Francisco Chronicle

“Four of the best things in America are Whitman’s Leaves, Herman Melville’s Whale, the
sonnets of Barnstone’s Secret Reader, and my daily
Corn Flakes—that rough poetry of morning.”
—Jorge Luis Borges
104 pages, 5 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-477-1, $17.95

Arktoi Books
an imprint of
Red Hen Press

Poetry
Translated by Deborah Brown, Richard
Jackson, & Susan Thomas

Poetry
John Barr

“Barr is especially gifted at descrying cosmic
implications in common things and occupations.
To see with him is to plumb depths that yield
profound rewards.”
—Booklist
120 pages, 6 x 9, clothbound
978-1-59709-093-3, $26.95

978-0-9800407-1-5, $20.00

Last Voyage: Selected Poems
of Giovanni Pascoli

The Hundred Fathom Curve

Also available in tradepaper

112 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper

Also Available from Red Hen:
State of Blessed Gluttony
by Susan Thomas

“The major portion of this ambitious translation
is devoted to Pascoli’s revisionist version of
Homer’s epic; in it Odysseus does not return
home, slay the suitors and embrace his wife.
Instead, he falls into a deep sleep, sails past
Ithaka and is forced to revisit his former route,
complete with heart-stopping adventures and
profound grief. The narration is deft, elegaic,
and intensely lyrical, making this book a
pleasure to read.”
—Maxine Kumin
200 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-487-0, $22.95
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Sister

Poetry
Nickole Brown
“Brown’s forthright debut opens with an intimate
address to a sister: ‘I tell you this story because it
is / the story we need / to believe our offal is divine.’ . . . A striking collection. The strongest poems are those stripped of commentary, in which
rough memories are offered as strange discoveries, as in ‘Jessica Meyers in the Corn’: ‘In puddles
of seeping / groundwater, I plugged in electrical
cords and her skin / burned black.’ These are
brave confessions, apologies and recollections lay
everything bare: ‘I want nothing / but truth between us, but I am afraid.’”
—Publishers Weekly

The Heart’s
Traffic

“At a time when most series writing has been reduced to metaphor’d-fact and young poets, in the
pursuit of the bleached mask of Post Race cultural
aesthetics, have lost their kinship to the nuances
of the oral tradition, let alone soulful journeys
into Soul, comes Cooling Board, a passionate,
layered plea and low swing into the Go Tell It
Corner and MountainBottom of human genius,
its lineage, tutelage, maturation, triumphs, loves
and losses.”
—Thomas Sayers Ellis, author of Skin Inc.

112 pages, 7 x 7, Tradepaper

978-1-59709-089-6, $18.95

978-1-59709-140-4, $19.95

The Heart’s Traffic

Bin Laden’s Bald Spot

Poetry
Ching-In Chen

“At the overwhelming crossroads, where the
body, sexuality and culture collide, you will
find Heart’s Traffic fibrillating with emotion
and pumping forth the strained language that
shudders off the tongue.”
—Rigoberto González
120 pages, 7 x 9, tradepaper

Arktoi Books

Poetry
Mitchell L.H. Douglas

112 pages, 7 x 9, tradepaper

a no v e l i n po e m s

Ching-In Chen

Cooling Board:
A Long Playing Poem

978-0-9800407-2-2, $21.00

& Other Stories
Short Fiction
Brian Doyle

“Book-ended by stories told by bin Laden’s barber, Doyle’s storytelling terrain is as expansive
as that of short-fiction maestro Jim Shepard. . . .
There is a potent resonance, signaling a heft and
power that makes them unforgettable. . . . Brian
Doyle is a writer to be ignored at your own peril.”
—The Daily Beast
160 pages, 5 x 8, tradepaper

an imprint of
Red Hen Press

978-1-59709-915-8, $16.95

Letters to Guns
Poetry
Brendan Constantine

Suck on the Marrow
Poetry
Camille Dungy

American Book Award Winner

“Yes, Letters to Guns is risky from cover to cover.
Braiding ink to gunpowder, Constantine is a
winner. The poet does not ‘suffer’ history; he
‘creates’ art, and his smart first book heralds
vast hope for the future landscape of American
English poetics.”
—Scott Hightower
80 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-138-1, $17.95

Northern California Book Award Winner
California Book Award Silver Medalist
NAACP Image Award Finalist

“This collection embraces the act of imagining
acutely, whereby imagination becomes almost an
action. In fact, Suck on the Marrow plots a path
back to the Southern soil, to common people,
back to a double-binding pathos of pain and
beauty through language.”
—Yusef Komunyakaa
88 pages, 7 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-468-9, $18.95
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Vocabulary of Silence

What to Eat, What to Drink,
What to Leave for Poison

Poetry
Veronica Golos

Poetry
Camille Dungy

Winner of the New Mexico Book Award

“It’s a difficult thing to write about war—especially

“Camille Dungy has a garden of verses that
spring up with the sunshine or hide with you
in the dusk. . . . Take an ice tea and sit on the
veranda or take a glass of wine and prop up in
bed but whatever way you like your poetry, this
book is a must.”
—Nikki Giovanni

so the one you’re not really in, not in the dirty part.
Poet Veronica Golos takes the fragments, the
bits and pieces that reach us from the battlefield,
and weaves them with a morality and a sorrow,
to make us understand both our helplessness and
our responsibility. Vocabulary of Silence finds the
cracks in our liberal armor and helps us feel our
own shame.”

88 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper

—Barbara Nimri Aziz

978-1-59709-000-1, $18.95

96 pages, 7 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-498-6, $18.95

Swimming Swimmers
Swimming

love belongs to those who do
the feeling

Poetry
Percival Everett

Poetry/LGBT
Judy Grahn

“. . . Everett achieves a primal sense of dislocation, forcing us to question how we determine
the limits of the human . . .”
—The New York Times

2009 Lambda Literary Award Winner

“Judy Grahn takes her title from a poem commemorating the death of her first lover, but love
belongs to those who do the feeling is far from elegiac.

72 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
Also Available from Red Hen:

It bursts with life energy. . . . The poems in love

978-1-59709-478-8, $15.95

belongs to those who do the feeling might be thought
of as the longing for community, but if you read

re: f (gesture)

them carefully you will see that in fact they are
themselves community. ‘They cannot live alone
any more than we can.’”
—Jack Foley

The Devil’s Punchbowl
Essays
Edited by Kate Gale &
Veronique de Turenne

The Devil’s Punchbowl is an anthology of essays
commissioned from writers living in California,
who were asked to reflect on an aspect of
the state’s geography, natural or man-made.
Contributors include: James Brown, Thomas
Curwen, Jenny Factor, Janet Fitch, Denise
Hamilton, Charles Hood, Kate Gale, Dana
Goodyear, Seth Greenland, Tim Z. Hernandez,
Carolyn Kellogg, David Kipen, Patt Morrison,
T. Jefferson Parker, Jenny Price, Rob Roberge,
David St. John, Carolyn See, Lisa See, Kevin
Starr, Louise Steinman, Deanne Stillman,
Susan Straight, Scott Timberg, David L. Ulin,
Lillian Vallee, D.J. Waldie, Pam Waterman,
Gordon Wheeler, and Terry Wolverton.

272 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-121-3, $21.95

The Islands Project
Poetry/LGBT
Eloise Klein Healy

“Some of these poems are electrifying (‘So
the Teacher Jumped up on the Desk’), others
provocative (‘Because I Was a Girl, for Christ’s
Sake’) and still others heartwrenching (‘The
Flower Shop,’ ‘When Did a Self Begin?’), at least
four good reaons to own this book.”
—Maxine Kumin
Also Available from Red Hen:
Passing
Ordinary Wisdom

216 pages, 7.75 x 10, tradepaper

120 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-085-8, $17.95

978-1-59709-164-0, $25.95
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Body Painting
Poetry
Jane Hilberry

Fear, Some

Poetry
Douglas Kearney

Winner of the 2006 Colorado Book Award

“If this is the book of the body, its lineaments
are those of not only erotic but spiritual desire.
Here friends and lovers, mothers and children,
intermingle as in the morning light and shadow
of a forgotten room, and the source of that light is
Hilberry’s very distinctive lyric voice, constantly
surprising us with its subdued wit and deep understanding of what it means to be human.”
—B. H. Fairchild
120 pages, 6 x 10, tradepaper

“Douglas Kearney knows that the chitlin circuit
is tough on black asses: ‘no black face here but
what the sun give you.’ He is not afraid to know
why poets sing, or to question how much violence
is necessary to make a man. Nor is Kearney afraid
to add his own 21st century innovation to a venerable literary tradition or poetic convention: ‘the
words line up like a squad of freed slaves in the
snow / the words line up like Crips before the
Hollywood sign.’ You have nothing to fear from
this poet but the truth.”
—Harryette Mullen

1-59709-013-1, $13.95
96 pages, 7 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-071-1, $17.95

Or Consequence
Poetry
Cynthia Hogue

Also Available from Red Hen:
Incognito Body

“Always a pioneer, with Or Consequence Cynthia
Hogue enters new realms of visionary, speculative
intelligence. . . . This is a poetry of conscience,
but Hogue’s witnessing is delicate rather than
didactic, rich with insurrections of mind and
language. . . . I can think of no recent book that
better suggests the turbulent and sublime possibilities of poetry.”
—Alice Fulton
104 pages, 6.25 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-476-4, $18.95

In the ice house
Poetry
Genevieve Kaplan

2009 winner of the A Room of Her Own Foundation’s To
the Lighthouse Publication Prize

“The precise, crystalline lyrics of Genevieve
Kaplan’s In the ice house reveal that wonder exists everywhere in the habits and habitations of
domestic space. There is no beauty so small, so
vernacular that it escapes the illumined attention
of this gifted poet. These are poems to read the
world by.”
—Peter Gizzi
88 pages, 6 x 7, tradepaper
978-1-59709-462-7, $16.95
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Ludlow

Poetry
David Mason, Poet Laureate of Colorado
Winner of the 2007 Colorado Book Award

“With Ludlow, reminiscent in its political and
dramatic power of Steinbeck’s In Dubious Battle,
Mason confirms his reputation as one of America’s finest poets and a master of narrative.”
—B.H. Fairchild
232 pages, 6 x 8.5, tradepaper
978-1-59709-472-6, $24.95

House Arrest
Novel
Ellen Meeropol

“Meeropol’s work is thoughtful and tightly composed, unflinching in taking on challenging
subjects and deliberating uneasy ethical conundrums.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
216 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-499-3, $24.95

Working Backwards from the
Worst Moment of My Life

Lift

Memoir
Rebecca K. O’Connor

Short Fiction
Rob Roberge

“Novelist and nature reference author O’Connor
crafts a lyrical tribute to the spiritual connection
between humans and birds in this memoir of the
excruciating, transformative process of training
a peregrine falcon. . . . O’Connor packs a lot of
intelligence, poise and feeling into a few pages,
making this a consistently rewarding read.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Roberge writes about the very human need to live
a life connected to others. And though the theme
of human connection has become a commonplace
feature in American short fiction since the heyday
of Raymond Carver, Roberge invests his tales with
a black desperation that brings many of these stories to a quivering life.”
—American Book Review

208 pages, 5 x 8, tradepaper

112 pages, 5 x 8, tradepaper

978-1-59709-460-3, $18.95

978-1-59709-165-7, $19.95

Give, Eat, and Live

Never Let Me Go

Poems of Avvaiyar
Poetry
Translated by Thomas Pruiksma

Memoir
Chuck Rosenthal

In 1964, Chuck Rosenthal was a thirteen-yearold boy whose dream was to make his grade
school basketball team. Never Let Me Go tells the
true story of how a college professor who coached
grade school basketball as a hobby became the
man who held that dream in his hands; became
Rosenthal’s coach and his mentor; how he made
Rosenthal his student, his confidant, and eventually his sexual partner, and how that teenager,
trapped in the cycle of loyalty, betrayal, denial,
secrecy and abuse, found the inner resources to
escape and take the first steps toward adulthood.

“Thomas Pruiksma’s translations present ancient,
wisdom-teaching poems in luminous, sparkling
English as lively and rich as they must have been
in the 12th century Tamil of their author, Avvaiyar. Read these poems; eat these poems; give them
away; live with them. They are a joy.”
—Sam Hamill
72 pages, 6 x 8, tradepaper
978-1-59709-097-1, $17.95

208 pages, 5.5 x 8.5, tradepaper

Fade to Black

1-888996-93-5, $17.95

Novel
Josh Pryor

“A beautifully crafted, adrenaline-drenched
thriller, written with all the skill and passion of
a master novelist.”
—T.C. Boyle

Gnawed Bones

Poetry
Peggy Shumaker, Alaska State Writer
Laureate

“A fast-paced, tightly-laced page turner with the
fun of bitter cold, taut prose, scientists, and surprises. Pryor knows how to hang us over the cliff.”
—Aimee Bender

“Good heavens, what a book. No, rather good
earth, good sad mortal body, what a book. I
couldn’t stop reading, sometimes weeping, always
awed. Whatever Shumaker touches is thick with
life, death, and the blessing of her words.”
—Alicia Ostriker

248 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-125-1, $18.95

Also Available from Red Hen:
Blaze
Underground Rivers

120 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-156-5, $19.95
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New and Selected
Poems 1957-2011

Blood Daughters

“Lighthearted at times, but with the weight of
grief, indifferent to fashion, terse at times, and
trustworthy always.”
—Publishers Weekly

“The sexually mutilated body of an adolescent
girl, found just inside the U.S. at the CaliforniaMexico border, leads FBI special agent Romilia
Chacón to a horrific sex-slavery ring in the fourth
entry in a compelling series. The graphic but
never gratuitous violence is offset by the palpable
humanity of the key characters in this hardhitting, skillfully wrought crime novel. Fans of
the genre not familiar with Villatoro’s too-littleknown series are in for a treat.”
—Booklist (starred review)

A Romilia Chacón Novel
Novel
Marcos M. Villatoro

Poetry
Robert Sward

200 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-261-6, $24.95

232 pages, 5.5 x 8.5, tradepaper

In Confidence

978-1-59709-426-9, $18.95

Poetry
Jim Tilley

Also available in tradepaper

The Cento: A Collection
of Collage Poems

“Jim Tilley does confide in his readers here as
he explores a refreshing variety of subjects—
everything from the complexity of father-son
and husband-wife relations to the more solvable
problems of dark matter and the origins of the
cosmos. But what wins our confidence is not his
range but his steady hand on the poem and his
steady gaze at the world.”
—Billy Collins

Poetry
Edited by
Theresa Malphrus Welford

120 pages, 6 x 9, clothbound
978-1-59709-109-1, $26.95

Also Available from Red Hen:
Paradelle Anthology

“Theresa Welford’s anthology of poems in that
curious form the cento is a true labor of love. In
an array of patchwork poems by poets famous and
poets new, The Cento: A Collection of Collage Poems reveals both the dangers of the form (creating chaos) and its rich rewards when performed
with wit and creativity on the part of the poet (as
in R.S. Gwynn’s hilarious cannibalization of The
Norton Anthology of Poetry). No one will supersede
this achievement for a long time, I’d guess—maybe not for a hundred years.”
—X. J. Kennedy

Ship of Fool

Poetry
William Trowbridge
“In his latest collection, Ship of Fool, William
Trowbridge paddle-shocks life back into the old
metaphor ‘hell on earth,’ and Hell is hilarious.
. . . Trowbridge reflects the world we already know
back on us in a way that stabs the gut and triggers
that necessary painkiller, humor. Without that, we
might go mad.”
—Southeast Review
96 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-446-7, $18.95

240 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-132-9, $24.95

Bone Light
Poetry
Orlando White

“Bone Light is an occasion marking the illumination of the body’s silence, the blank areas in
which our breathing shadows the stains of letters
punched onto the surface of a blank page, where
the poet pages back a blank sound, filling it with
the ‘open dark’ as he ‘amputates one letter to fix
another’ so that we too may be changed in act of
the recoding of language.”
—Sherwin Bitsui
64 pages, 6 x 9, tradepaper
978-1-59709-135-0, $15.95
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The Los Angeles Review, Vol. 11
Dedicated to John Rechy

The Los Angeles Review, established in 2003, is the voice of Los Angeles,
and the voice of the nation. With its multitude of cultures, Los Angeles
roils at the center of the cauldron of divergent literature emerging from
the West Coast. Perhaps from this place something can emerge that
speaks to the writer or singer or dancer or wild person in all of us, something disturbing, something alive, something of the possibility of what
it could be to be human in the 21st century.
Notable contributors: Alyse Bensel, Ezra Dan Feldman, Charlotte
Gullick, Jessica Jacobs, Alex Lemon, J. Robert Lennon, Orlando
Ricardo Menes, Brenda Miller, Valerie Nieman, Alberto Ríos, Cesar
Vallejo, Charles Harper Webb
INTRODUCTION TO THE LOS ANGELES REVIEW, VOL. 11
This issue, dedicated to John Rechy, celebrates a writer who has emerged from a sordid
past and has reclaimed that past in story, reaching out for the dirty parts, the wild parts,
the strange. Rechy is a legend, a gay male icon who walked off the streets into a room
and sat down at a typewriter to tell the hustling stories that weren’t being told before the
coming of the night and AIDS changed the lives of urban gay men forever.
The Los Angeles Review continues to take on edgier work. Alex Lemon’s poem,
“The Itching is Chronic,” gives you that universal itch, both personal and collective, that
something is amiss with your world.
“The Very Big Man,” reminds one of “Fat” by Raymond Carver, the sense of
someone who takes up more than their fair share of physical space and knows it, who
moves like Don Quixote, against the world and not with it. And much of this work
feels like that, the flow against a physical world that most writers experience in the act
of writing. The material and physical world of the United States encourages the writer
toward comfort, relaxation, enjoyment, material wealth, and the hard work that creates
it. These pieces are the hard work of writers who stepped away from all that into the crisis
of awareness that we call the world of the imagination.
Elizabeth Wilcox writes of quantum foam, disappearances—and that is what is
required for the creative act, being willing to be erased from this day, this moment, this
week, these hours, while you disappear into story and hope it all falls into place when
you step back into the world, that you are not left out on the heath like King Lear’s fool.
At the end we have the LGBTQ roundtable discussion which raises important
questions about writing and genre, especially in light of Helen Vendler’s recent attack
on the Rita Dove anthology of African American poets. Who should be included? What
rates as an important voice? Who wants to listen?
This round table examines identity, shock value in writing, erotica, brutality and
otherness. We aren’t writing for all gay experience, these writers argue; there are multiple
experiences, but we hope we are writing work that is good, that opens dialogue—and
isn’t that part of what we want good writing to do, to make us think? These writers argue
that writers are marginalized and that being a gay writer or a gay writer of color is a
further marginalization. Whether straight or gay, we don’t write to make a point, or to
take a stand, we write because we are “grappling with the human condition,” and because we
think we have a good story to tell.

Volume 11 Editors

Editor				Kate Gale
Managing Editor			
Kelly Davio
Fiction Editor			Stefanie Freele
Nonfiction Editor 			
Ann Beman
Poetry & Translations Editor
Tanya Chernov
Book Review Editor 		
Joe Ponepinto
Fiction Assistants			Dreux Carpenter
				Carol Frischmann
				Michelle Reale
				Dan Coshnear
Poetry Assistant			Stacia Fleegal
Layout			Ina Jungmann
Marketing/Publicity Director		
William Goldstein

October 2012
296 pages, 7 x 10, tradepaper
978-1-59709-143-5, $20.00
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Red Hen Press Order
Individuals are encouraged to order Red Hen Press titles through their local bookstore, or directly from us using the order form provided. Shipping and handling
is $3.00 for the first book and $1.00 for each additional book thereafter. Books will be shipped via USPS media mail. Please allow 4 weeks for delivery.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:						STATE:		
ZIP CODE:
E-MAIL:							 PHONE:
VISA/MC/DISCOVER#:
EXP. DATE:		
SECURITY CODE:
SIGNATURE:
Please add my name to your mailing list.
Please add my email address to your new title notification list.
TO SUBMIT ORDER: Mail check or money order to Red Hen Press, P.O. Box 40820, Pasadena, CA 91114.
ISBN

TITLE

QUANTITY

PRICE

978-1-59709-234-0

An Age of Madness

$17.95

978-0-9800407-5-3

My Almost Certainly Real Imaginary Jesus

$17.95

978-1-59709-227-2

Two, Two, Lily-White Boys

$16.95

978-1-59709-230-2

Injecting Dreams into Cows

$17.95

978-1-59709-235-7

Snake

$19.95

978-1-59709-229-6

Spoke & Dark

$17.95

978-1-59709-232-6

Tremolo

$17.95

978-1-59709-242-5

Many Ways to Say It

$17.95

978-1-59709-237-1

Gone & Gone

$17.95

978-1-59709-231-9

The Horses: New and Selected

$24.95

978-1-59709-233-3

Room Service

$17.95

978-1-59709-502-0

Offspring

$18.95

978-1-59709-070-4

A HalfMan Dreaming

$18.95

978-1-59709-176-3

Calamity Joe

$17.95

978-1-59709-168-8

But a Storm is Blowing From Paradise

$17.95

978-1-59709-172-5

We Did Not Fear the Father

$24.95

978-1-59709-173-2

Miracle Day: Mid-Life Songs

$17.95

978-1-59709-228-9

Steam Laundry

$19.95

978-1-59709-170-1

The Scarlet Libretto

$16.95

978-1-59709-169-5

The Geographer’s Wife

$19.95

978-1-59709-491-7

The Owning Stone

$16.95

978-1-59709-171-8

Covet

$16.95
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Red Hen Press depends on your support. We are a publicly supported organization, and
depend on contributions to print catalogs, bring books into print, purchase supplies, and keep the
telephone company at bay, in addition to all of the other expenses that keep a small press in
business. Since Red Hen Press is a 501(c)(3) organization, your donations are fully tax deductible.

Red Hen Press is a nonprofit literary press.
Please support independent presses who keep cutting-edge literature alive.
PHONE: (626) 356-4760 / FAX: (626) 356-9974
www.redhen.org
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Ordering Information
INDIVIDUALS: We encourage you to ask for Red Hen books at your local bookstore. If you are unable to obtain
a Red Hen book from your local retailer, please use the order form on the opposite page, visit our website at www.
redhen.org, or call 626-356-4760. You can also order all our titles over the phone directly from our distributor, the
Chicago Distribution Center, by calling 800-621-2736.
BOOKSTORE, LIBRARY, AND WHOLESALE ORDERS: All bookstore, library, and wholesale orders should be
directed to our regular distributors or to a wholesaler or jobber of your choice. Red Hen Press titles are distributed to
the book trade by the Chicago Distribution Center.
CHICAGO DISTRIBUTION CENTER
11030 S. Langley
Chicago, IL 60628
Phone 800.621.2736 / Fax 800.621.8476
orders@press.uchicago.edu
U.S. SALES REPRESENTATION
Sales Director
John Kessler
jkessler@press.uchicago.edu
Arizona, California, Metro New York, Nevada,
New Mexico, Texas
Gary Hart
ghart@press.uchicago.edu
Connecticut, Delaware, Eastern Pennsylvania,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington DC
Blake DeLodder
bdelodder@press.uchicago.edu

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South
Dakota, Western New York, Western Pennsylvania,
Wisconsin
Bailey Walsh
bwalsh@press.uchicago.edu
Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, Wyoming
George Carroll
geocarroll@earthlink.net

INSTRUCTORS
Examination copies: If you would like to review any title for possible course use, examination copies are available
for $5. Please make your request on school letterhead and describe the course for which the title is being considered.
Desk copies: We are pleased to provide desk copies free of charge to instructors who have adopted a title for
classroom use. Send your request on official school letterhead listing your school’s address, course name, anticipated
class enrollment, and class starting date.
Please send all examination and desk copy requests to Red Hen Press, P.O. Box 40820, Pasadena, CA, 91114 or to
marketing@redhen.org.
REVIEW COPIES, PERMISSIONS, AND SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS: Please contact the Red Hen Press marketing
associate at marketing@redhen.org.
EVENTS: For information on booking a Red Hen author for your venue, please contact the Red Hen Press publicist
at publicity@redhen.org
For more information about our books and authors, please visit our website: www.redhen.org
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